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Abstract: Anisotropy  as well as a fine structure  of  cosmic ray spectra  is very sensitive to a contribution of young 
nearby SNRs and we investigate  these contributions by simultaneous analysis within the fixed sample  of hypothetical 
nearby sources. All the sources are divided into 2 groups: actual nearby young sources selected from the last gamma  
astronomy catalogs and other sources which are distributed randomly within the Galactic disk with a birth-rate about 
1/50 yr.  The arm structure of source distribution throughout the galactic disc, a time dependence of accelerated  protons 
during shell evolution were taken into account as well as the experimental procedure of “two-dimensional” anisotropy 
measurements.  We succeeded in   description of anisotropy up to 1018 eV  using only  the  following assumptions: the 
rigidity dependent Emax for  SNIa remnants that give the main contribution to the knee region,  and  the absence of very 
close source (R<500 pc, T<100 kyr) with clear shell structure.  Neither  a “single source”  nor a sharp cutoff of the 
source spectrum  explain the distinctive “Iron-bump”, observed in GAMMA and TUNKA experiments.  Only   intro-
duction of a narrow “bump”  in  the source spectrum of  young SN Ia remnants  may explain it.  
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1 Introduction 
 
A  knowledge of actual nearby sources is crucial for   
interpretation of experimental data  on cosmic ray (CR) 
anisotropy  [1],    high (~ TeV) energy electrons  [2] and  
fine structure of spectrum at PeV energies [3,4].  The 
goal of  our work is to investigate these problems, taking 
into account a stochastic nature of CR sources. All  
sources are divided into 2 groups: actual nearby young 
sources selected from  gamma - astronomical catalogs 
and other sources which are distributed randomly in the 
Galactic disk. In the previous work [5]  we calculated 
and analyzed the CR electron spectrum simultaneously 
with  CR proton anisotropy at 100 GeV-100 TeV, assum-
ing  that electrons and protons are accelerated in the 
same shell supernovae and all Galactic sources are iden-
tical. No indications of nearby unidentified sources  were 
found. But data on anisotropy imposed a limitation on  a 
contribution of the Vela X remnant: it produces  several 
times less CRs than an average shell in the Galaxy.   
         The remarkable  fine structure of all particle spectra 
above the knee was  found in  Tunka-133 [6], KAS-
CADE Grande [8,9], Gamma [10] experiments. It con-

sists in a “hardening” around 2x1016 eV and narrow  
“bump” around 1017 eV.  In the present  paper we extend  
our model  [5] to higher energies and calculate the fine 
structure of all particle spectra  and anisotropy  around 
the knee   paying  special attention to the possible contri-
bution of nearby sources.  

2 Method of calculation 
 2.1 Semi-statistical approach 
 
To calculate a flux and anisotropy of cosmic rays near 
the Earth we use a semi-statistical approach [1-3]:  all  
sources are  divided in 2 groups. Selected from gamma 
astronomy catalogs, the first group  contains real nearby 
young sources, which are located within a distance Rnear 
around the Earth and have ages less than  Tnear..  Sources 
of the second group are distributed randomly in time 
(with a birth rate 1/50 yr) and  space (with  account for  
the arm structure of Galaxy).  The values Rnear ~1.5 kpc  
Tnear ~ 105 yr are chosen to provide a  completeness of 
the sample, more old sources are missing, because their 
shells have  dissolved. 
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     We use a simple flat-halo Galaxy model of cosmic ray 
transport with halo boundaries at |Hz| = 4 kpc  and Rg= 
15 kpc,   the particle propagation  is described in terms of 
Green’s functions [1], so that CR density   and anisotropy 
at  the Earth are calculated as a sum of individual contri-
butions from  N sources located at distances  ri, and emit-
ted the spectrum max,( EEQi )  ti years ago � F=� G 
(ti,ri, E ):  
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Factor Si takes into account the halo boundaries (at H << 
Rg).  A diffusion radius Rid=(D(E)�ti)1/2  depends on ener-
gy through diffusion coefficient  D=3.3�1028 E0.33 cm2/s 
m chosen in accordance with GALPROP (model with 
reacceleration).  

 
 2.2  Nearby sources 
 
Observations of high energy   photons in principal pro-
vide a direct view of the astrophysical accelerators of 
charged particles. But time of observation  for gamma-
rays and cosmic rays is shifted. This shift  is ~ 104 yr at 
PeV energies and ~ 105 yr at TeV energies for sources 
located at 1 kpc that is comparable with the life time of 
SNR shell and PWN. At such late stage of evolution, 
T�105 yr,  the envelope disperses in ISM and a core 
collapsed SN can be seen only as  pulsar or PWN. Tak-
ing this fact into account we compiled  a list of nearest 
sources  from the  following catalogs:   catalog of 274 
SNRs,  including 174 SNRs with measured distances 
 [11]; catalog of 54 PWNe [12]; Fermi-LAT catalog of 
46 gamma-pulsars [13]; ATNF catalog of 1827 pulsars; 
catalog of TeV sources of HESS [14].   
         The total number of selected gamma ray sources  
with somehow determined ages and distances is 73, and 
25 sources are inside the circle ri < Rnear =1..5 kpc with 
age  ti < Tnear = 105  yr, see [5]. Among 25  sources 6 
SNRs have no pulsar or PWN, so they may be of  SNIa 
type,  other 19 sources can be considered as core collapse  
SNe because they have or gamma-pulsar (11) or PWN 
(11) or radio-pulsar (8). Among these 19  sources radio 
shells are found  only in 12 objects.  Other 7 sources  
probably have  ages ~ 105 yr and their envelopes are 
dispersed in ISM, also in some cases envelopes might 
have been not produced at all. TeV - emission is ob-
served only in one shell SNR J1713-3946 and in 6 core 
collapse SNe.  To be sure that our sample of nearest 
sources is complete, we estimated the expected number 
of sources with distance R<1.5 kpc and age T<105 y,  
Nexp.  assuming the SNe rate  1/50 yr and accounting for 
the arm structure we get: Nexp = 10 for Rnear < 1.0 kpc 
and Tnear <105 y; Nexp= 24 for  R<1.5.  The expected 
number  coincides well with the found  numberl.  
 
 2.3 Method of anisotropy calculation 

 
We calculated anisotropy amplitude and direction α  
(right ascension) in the approximation of isotropic diffu-
sion. The  x- component of anisotropy is  [1]:  
Ax(E, r , t )= 
�i=1, Nr  (3*D/c) �/�x(G (ti,ri, E)) / F(E) 
      We take into account the experimental procedure of 
“two dimensional” measurement [15, 16] of sidereal day 
variation,   calculated as variation �(α , �) of counting 
rate n(α , �) as a function of α  relative to the average 
counting rate at fixed declination � -   <n( �)> [15] : 
            �(α , �)= (n(α , �)- <n( �)>) /<n( �)>   
We fixed the grid of declinations (with 10o strip) and right 
ascension (with  �α = 1 hour strip). For every cell (α k , 
δ k)  characterized by vector rk we calculated the projec-
tion of flux gradient produced by i-source with equatorial 
coordinate α i, �i ,  on the vector rk . Next we averaged �� 
(E, t, α k , δ k ) over α k in the bands with fixed declina-
tion �k,  summed up over all N sources and divided by 
total  F(E). Thus we  got the relative variations of count-
ing rate 
 � (E, r , t, α k , δ k ) with α k , δ k, analogous to experi-
mental variations.  In all cases  of calculations a  pure 
dipole anisotropy with maximum to celestial equator (δ k 
=0) and the same  α k 

max
  for  all observation  bands of δ k 

was found. 
 
 2.4 Model of the knee 
   
One needs to adopt some model  of the knee  to calculate 
the energy dependence of anisotropy at  high  energies. 
Two points are important here.  First, the anisotropy  at 
some energy E depends on the density of sources [2] 
which can  accelerate particles up to this energy and  on 
the particle charge Z (through  diffusion coefficient D 
(Eo/Z)). Second, the primary nuclei give a significant 
contribution to the measured anisotropy at energies high-
er than several tens of TeV where only EAS data can be 
used. It is in  contrast to lower energy measurements of 
anisotropy where the muon component mainly produced 
by primary protons is used. 
        The cosmic ray acceleration and the evolution of a 
supernova blast wave were studied In [17] with the use 
of   the  numerical code  that    includes the hydrodynam-
ic equations  solved together with the diffusion–
convection transport equation for the cosmic-ray distri-
bution function. It was shown that  the maximum particle 
energy Emax depends on a number of parameters and Emax  
differs for  different types of supernovae:  Emax~4�Z PeV 
for SNIa,  1 �Z PeV for SNIb/c,  0.1�Z  PeV for SN IIp, 
(300-600)�Z PeV for Type IIb SN. The parameters of  
SNRIa have small dispersion and its  Emax  is well fixed. 
Other SNe  demonstrate a great variety of their properties. 
The continues distributions of sources in  space and time 
was assumed in [17]. The model [17] reproduces well the 
general shape of all particle spectrum up to more than  
1018 eV  including the knee feature.   
       We employ results of [17]  but with discrete sources 
divided into two groups (see Section 2.1 2.2) and  assum-
ing the randomly  distributed Emax for  SNIIp and SNIbc 
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in interval 1 TeV -  4000  TeV:   : 30% among all SNR 
(1 TeV<Emax <10 TeV), 20% (10 TeV<Emax <100 
TeV),20% (100 TeV<Emax <4000 TeV);   20 % (SNRIa) 
have Emax ~  4 PeV with small dispersion.   5 % of all 
SNR have Emax ~ 6� 1017 eV.  This suggestion leads to 
more steep total  CR spectrum by d�~0.17 in comparison 
with the source spectrum. �source=2.2  was chosen in ac-
cordance with [17].  The expected observed  spectrum in 
this case  is  �obs =  �source + d� + d�prop =2.7 where  d�prop 
=0.33  is a steepening  caused by propagation in the Ga-
laxy.  
        The chemical abundance of 5 groups of nuclei 
around the knee is closes to   “normal” : 37% of H, 35% 
of He, 8% CNO,  10 % of intermediate nuclei, 10% of Fe.  

 
3 Results of calculation 
 
 3.1 Anisotropy 
Fig. 1 we presents  the  data on  amplitude (upper panel) 
and right ascension  (lower panel) obtained in muon 
experiments up to 20 TeV and in  EAS experiment above 
20 TeV (compilations from [16],[9]).   
                The most uncertain question, we confronted 
with:  are there SNRs being able to accelerate to 4 PeV 
among our list of nearby sources? Of cause, we include 
J1713-3946, and Vela Junior (G266.2-1.2) , 1006, be-
cause there are theoretical predictions of PeV-maximal 
energy for them, but all of them  are further or around 1 
kpc from us. The very unusual  gamma ray source seen 
in all energy ranges up to  10 TeV is Vela X (G263.9-3.3 ) 
SNR + PWN(RX J0852.0-4622), and in that time being 
closest (R= 290 pc, T~11ky), can contribute significantly 
to observed CR flux, but the amplitude and �  are in 
direct contradiction with experimental data [5]. We con-
cluded in  [5]   that the contribution of Vela X to CR flux 
is not more than 10%  of an average SNR in the Galaxy. 
It is also supported  by the significant difference of it’s 
shell (with clumps and complex outer boundary) with the 
shells like RX J1713.7-3946, 1006, being classical for 
the CR acceleration on the blast wave.  All other  shell 
SNR  have   a distance 0.56 - 0.8 kpc:  (Cygnus loop, 
HB9, HB21,  S147)  and age 7- 40 kyr  (that is  a needed 
time  for cosmic rays of 1013-1015 eV to reach the  Earth),  
and they can be considered as  potential contributors  to 
the knee region.  They are too old to  be registered in a 
few TeV  gamma-rays,  because  according to [18] 10 
TeV protons (and ~1 TeV gamma) are most probably 
produced at  the age ~10 kyr.       
       Below we considered two extreme  cases: A-  ab-
sence of  CR sources with Emax~ 4 PeV  within R<1 kpc;  
B –  4 shell SNRs (Cygnus loop, HB9, HB21,  S147)  
accelerate CR up to 4 PeV.  The estimated  total contri-
bution of nearby sources at 4 PeV is ~  5 % in A and 30% 
in B casess.  Also we present in Fig. 1 and  2 some in-
termediate cases when one of  the enumerated  SNRs 
accelerate CR up to 4 PeV. 
            Amplitude and direction of dipole component of 
anisotropy, calculated in cases  A and B  are presented in 
Fig. 1.  We  stress that  both cases are not in contradic-
tion with experiment due to two main factors: a) the  

increase of  heavy nuclei abundance leads to decrease of  
diffusion coefficient at a given energy per particle;  b)  
absence of very close source (R<500 pc, T<105 yr) with 
clear shell structure  small ejected mass (similar to SNR 
Ia) that would be  able to accelerate CR  up to 4 PeV.            
The enumerated SNRs are probably not  type Ia superno-
vae and they were not able  to accelerate up to 4 PeV in 
the past (Cygnus Loop has  too high ejected mass 12-15 
Mo, HB21 is an evolved of  mixed-morphology  SNRs in 
radiative stage can be too old,  HB9, R5, S147 are possi-
bly associated with  pulsars). So, the case B probably 
gives an upper limit of anisotropy, but even in this case 
the contribution of nearby sources is very modest.     Only 
a very young and close source,  such  as Vela Jr.  if it has  
R~0.3 kpc, T=0.7 Kyr (see Fig. 1) can imitate the knee. 
However  it would  obviously contradict  measured ani-
sotropy.       
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  Figure.  1.   Amplitude and right ascension  of anisotropy at 
TeV-PeV energies. Data compilations are taken from [9] and 
[16]). Cases A and B are shown by thick line and thin lines 
correspondingly. Dash and dash-dotted lines illustrate some 
intermediate cases. Dotted line corresponds to the case of Vela 
Jr. with R=0.3 kpc, t=0.7 kyr.  

3.2 Fine structure of all particle spectrum 
 
Let us study irregularities of cosmic ray spectrum that are 
expected in our model of close CR sources. The fine 
structure around the knee  was observed  in  the latest 
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experiments  [7,8,10] and  interpreted as a confirmation 
of the “single source” model [3,4]. 
         In Fig. 2 we show the fine structure of all particle 
spectrum  through the function Str=F(E)/AE3-1 as it was 
done in [8]. Our analysis shows that for the explanation 
of 1st knee, “hardening", and 2nd knee, the most impor-
tant assumption  is a cutoff of source spectra in SNIa 
remnants: slope at Emax should be changed from 2.2 to 5 
or more. At the same time the presence ( Case B) or 
absence (Case A ) of nearby sources  able to accelerate 
up to 4 PeV is not so important  (if Vela Jr has parame-
ters R=0.3, T=0.7 kyr, it can change the structure, but 
this  assumption sharply contradicts  the anisotropy data, 
as it is seen in Fig.1).   
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Fig. 2. Structure of all particle spectrum. Experimental 
points: KASCADE GRANDE [8], Eas TOP. Our calcula-
tions: A, B and intermediate cases as in Fig.1.The contri-
bution of  different nuclei from SNIa and SNIIb (H2,He2) 
is shown (see text) 
  
Chemical composition play the noticeable part in the 
structure also: proton and helium nuclei should  have 
nearly equal abundances at ~ 4 PeV; at the same time the 
amount of Fe nuclei  should be not less than 1/3 of He 
nuclei;  the sharp  break around  1017 eV marks the tran-
sition to  the contribution of  rare SNIIb with Emax~ 
6x1017 eV and if we exclude SNIIb  we can not describe 
the flat spectrum  above  1016 eV.   The presence of 
heavy nuclei seems to be excluded in SNIIb sources 
since it contradicts to the “light” composition observed at 
1018 in Auger and HiRes experiments.  
      At least in two recent experiments Tunka 133 [6] and 
Gamma [10] the very distinctive “bump” (Fig. 3) was  
detected at energy exactly coinciding with position of  
Fe-peak, ~ 1017 eV (see Fig. 2). Neither  a single source 
nor a sharp cutoff in the source spectrum can  explain 
this bump. Only  the  introduction of the “bump” with a 
relative increase of intensity by two times over the 
dlgE~0.2 before Emax into the  source spectrum can re-
produce the narrow  bump in data around 1017 eV,  see  
Fig. 3. But in this case the main knee falls to the P and 
He bumps.  Assuming the increase of intensity over the 
energy range dlgE~0.4 before Emax  we get more or less 
satisfactory description of the both structures: the main 

knee and the bump at 1017 eV.  Besides, this variant of 
calculations reproduces well the new data on mass  com-
position in energy range 2 1015- 3 1017 eV obtained in 
experiment Tunka-133 [19]: around  1017 eV <lnA> 
reaches ~3.4+-0.2, and above decreases sharply. The 
nature of the bump in source spectrum is not clear at all. 
It might somehow reflect the time dependent emissions 
of CR from a SNR [18] when the most energetic particles 
are emitted at the  early stage of remnant evolution.  
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     Fig. 3. Structure of all particle spectrum, obtained  in 
experiments Tunka 133 [6] and  Gamma [10](GAMMA 
data is presented as  Str=F(E)/AE2.9-1). Calculations 
corresponds to A case, but with a “bump” in the source 
spectrum of SNIa: relative increase of intensity by two 
times over the dlgE~0.2 before Emax (thin line) and 
dlgE~0.5 (thick line). 
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